Abstract.-Genetic introgression is pervasive in nature and may lead to large-scale phenotypic assimilation and/or admixture of populations, but there is limited knowledge on whether large phenotypic changes are typically accompanied by high levels of introgression throughout the genome. Using bioacoustic, biometric, and spectrophotometric data from a flycatcher (Tyrannidae) system in the Neotropical genus Zimmerius, we document a mosaic pattern of phenotypic admixture in which a population of Zimmerius viridiflavus in northern Peru (henceforth "mosaic") is vocally and biometrically similar to conspecifics to the south but shares plumage characteristics with a different species (Zimmerius chrysops) to the north. To clarify the origins of the mosaic population, we used the RAD-seq approach to generate a data set of 37,361 genomewide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) . A range of population-genetic diagnostics shows that the genome of the mosaic population is largely indistinguishable from southern Z. viridiflavus and distinct from northern Z. chrysops, and the application of parsimony and species tree methods to the genome-wide SNP data set confirms the close affinity of the mosaic population with southern Z. viridiflavus. Even so, using a subset of 2710 SNPs found across all sampled lineages in configurations appropriate for a recently proposed statistical ("ABBA/BABA") test that distinguishes gene flow from incomplete lineage sorting, we detected low levels of gene flow from northern Z. chrysops into the mosaic population. Mapping the candidate loci for introgression from Z. chrysops into the mosaic population to the zebra finch genome reveals close linkage with genes significantly enriched in functions involving cell projection and plasma membranes. Introgression of key alleles may have led to phenotypic assimilation in the plumage of mosaic birds, suggesting that selection may have been a key factor facilitating introgression. [gene flow; hybridization; Zimmerius; tyrant-flycatcher.] Hybridization has been known since early historic times (Stamos 2003) . Darwin (1859) employed the existence of hybrids as a vital argument against the constancy of species. Mayr (1963) recognized hybrids as an important albeit occasional product between species whose isolating mechanisms are incomplete. Because of hybrids' frequent non-viability, Mayr (1963) and many biologists of his day argued that hybridization contributes little gene flow and has no considerable impact on a species' trajectory. However, in recent decades, evidence for genetic introgression and gene flow between species has been accumulating: introgression is known to be pervasive over a wide range of organisms (e.g., see reviews by Mallet 2005; Nolte and Tautz 2010; Rheindt and Edwards 2011; Feder et al. 2012) . Indeed, even humans are thought to possess up to 6% introgressed DNA from closely related recently extinct hominin lineages (Green et al. 2010; Reich et al. 2010) .
Although sometimes thought to be more prevalent among neutral loci (Currat et al. 2008) , introgression has been demonstrated for loci under selection (Nolte et al. 2009 ), or suggested to be driven by positive selection (Gompert et al. 2012; Staubach et al. 2012) . Assuming that introgression in loci under selection is more often accompanied by phenotypic effects than in neutral loci, introgression may therefore have an impact on the evolutionary trajectory of recipient populations. For instance, during the colonization of new habitats by introgressive swarms of closely related species such as Darwin's finches or cichlid fish, introgression may be the agent that introduces genetic novelty into recipient species, resulting in phenotypic or behavioral adaptations (Seehausen 2004; Grant and Grant 2010) .
There is still a scarcity of data on whether phenotypic changes in admixed populations are always accompanied by high levels of genomic introgression. Introgression of few key alleles or chromosomal regions may lead to substantial phenotypic assimilation of an admixed population while the majority of its genome retains ancestral variants (Anderson et al. 2009 ). This scenario may be more common than previously thought, since recent work has shown that single mutations in key loci can lead to great phenotypic changes across many vertebrates (Doucet et al. 2004; Mundy et al. 2004; Uy et al. 2009; Cibois et al. 2012) .
In this study, we investigate genomic patterns of ancestry and introgression in a tyrant-flycatcher (Tyrannidae, Aves) complex that bears hallmarks of phenotypic admixture. The Zimmerius viridiflavus complex is known from mid-elevation woodlands and forest edge (500-2600 m) along Andean slopes in South America (Traylor 1979; Ridgely and Tudor 1994; Ridgely and Greenfield 2001; Fitzpatrick 2004; Schulenberg et al. 2007 ; Fig. 1 ). The complex seems to be monophyletic (Rheindt et al. 2008a) and is divided into a northern species with grayish-white underparts and a deflected call (Zimmerius chrysops) and a southern species with FIGURE 1. a) Distribution of the Z. viridiflavus complex in cloud forest and woodlands between 500 and 2600 m in South America (large map) and in northern Peru and Ecuador (insert). Sonograms of primary vocalizations are given for each taxon group. Blue: Z. chrysops (whitebellied; deflected call note); red: Z. viridiflavus (yellow-bellied; inflected call note); purple: mosaic populations with a chrysops plumage type but a viridiflavus call type (white-bellied, inflected call note). The black line through the mosaic (purple) range divides an unnamed population from the Peruvian departments of SMsA (east/right of the line) from the subspecies flavidifrons (west/left of the line). It is unclear whether there is a current geographic connection between SMsA and flavidifrons across the Porculla Pass (2140 m), but this connection is likely to have been in existence in the recent past. Sonograms from Rheindt et al. (2008a) . b) Tabular listing of major characters reported to differ among Z. viridiflavus, Z. chrysops, and mosaic birds before this study.
yellow underparts and an inflected call (Z. viridiflavus; Fig. 1; Zimmer 1941; Traylor 1979; Ridgely and Tudor 1994; Ridgely and Greenfield 2001; Fitzpatrick 2004; Schulenberg et al. 2007) . Recently, some geographically intermediate populations (purple in Fig. 1 ) were discovered to exhibit a mosaic of traits of Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus (Schulenberg et al. 2007; Rheindt et al. 2008a (Zimmer 1941; Traylor 1979; Schulenberg et al. 2007; Rheindt et al. 2008a ; Fig. 1 ). Mosaic birds were recently shown to share a near-identical mitochondrial (mtDNA) haplotype with Z. viridiflavus (Rheindt et al. 2008a ; Fig. 1 ). In its northern geographic distribution, the mosaic population approaches the range of Z. chrysops to within a few kilometers along the narrow Marañón river valley: the latter is not regularly inhabited by either form because it is below the preferred elevation of this complex and possibly too dry. To the south, on the other hand, mosaic birds are separated from Z. viridiflavus by a distributional gap of 200-300 km of apparently suitable cloud forest that may have been inhabited by these birds in the recent past (Fig. 1) .
Carotenoids, which are mainly consumed through fruit and other plant food, are the pigments generally underlying yellow plumage coloration in birds (McGraw 2004) , probably including that of the yellow underparts of Z. chrysops and mosaic birds. However, geographic differences in diet are unlikely to have caused the yellow versus grayish-white differences in underparts coloration in the Z. viridiflavus complex because fruit is only a secondary source of food in the insectivorous genus Zimmerius (Fitzpatrick 2004) . Additionally, differential intake of carotenoids usually leads to a continuum of different intensities and extents of red, orange and/or yellow in plumage, often within single populations (McGraw and Hill 2000; McGraw 2004) , in contrast to the bimodal pattern of yellow versus white seen in various populations of the Z. viridiflavus complex. Therefore, it has been suggested that the mosaic phenotypic pattern may be due to genetic introgression (Rheindt et al. 2008a) , a phenomenon that is thought to be found in various members of the tyrant-flycatcher family (e.g., Rheindt et al. 2009a) .
Five scenarios may explain this pattern of potential phenotypic admixture (Fig. 2) . (1) The call and mtDNA of mosaic birds may indicate their true genomic affinity with southern Z. viridiflavus while plumage characters may have recently introgressed from Z. chrysops from FIGURE 2. Five hypotheses for the origin of mosaic populations, which are indicated with a black asterisk. Hypothesis 1: mosaic populations may be conspecific with Z. viridiflavus but have experienced introgressive admixture of plumage traits (indicated in blue) from Z. chrysops (wholesale plumage assimilation). Hypothesis 2: mosaic populations may be conspecific with Z. chrysops but have experienced introgressive admixture of vocal traits and mtDNA (indicated in red) from Z. viridiflavus. Hypothesis 3: mosaic populations may form a deeply diverged species-level lineage that has retained ancestral vocal traits (stippled) and plumage traits (in blue), whereas Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus have evolved new vocal or plumage traits, respectively. Hypothesis 4: mosaic populations may be a genomic hybrid of Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus that ended up with plumage traits from the one (indicated by blue) and vocal traits from the other species (indicated by stippling). Hypothesis 5: mosaic populations may be a recently diverged lineage within Z. viridiflavus that has convergently (and independently of Z. chrysops) acquired a chrysops-like plumage pattern (indicated in blue), possibly through relatively few novel mutations. (Rheindt et al. 2008a ). The possibility of vocal evolution in Zimmerius is reasonable, since, as in most other suboscine passerine birds, vocalizations are likely inherited and do not change via cultural evolution (Kroodsma and Konishi 1991; Isler et al. 1998) .
(2) Alternatively, the viridiflavus mtDNA haplotype and call may have recently invaded the presumably admixed population via occasional hybridization from the south, while their actual genetic origin may lie with the equalplumaged northern Z. chrysops. (3) As a third possibility, the mosaic populations may be an independent lineage whose divergence from northern Z. chrysops is as great as it is from southern Z. viridiflavus; mosaic birds may have retained the ancestral plumage and vocal phenotype while Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus have evolved new vocal or plumage phenotypes, respectively. (4) Mosaic birds may form a hybrid population, constituting a roughly even genomic mix of southern Z. viridiflavus and northern Z. chrysops that happened to have inherited plumage characters from the one species and vocal and mitochondrial characters from the other. (5) Finally, with recent suggestions that few mutations can sometimes bring about major phenotypic changes in traits such as bird plumage (Doucet et al. 2004; Mundy et al. 2004; Uy et al. 2009; Cibois et al. 2012) , mosaic birds may form a population of southern Z. viridiflavus that has recently evolved yellow underparts convergently; although appearing identical to the yellow underparts of Z. chrysops populations from across the Marañón River, their origin would thus be independent (Fig. 2 ).
Here we characterize the level of morphological and vocal admixture in the Z. viridiflavus complex using bioacoustic, biometric, and spectrophotometric data collected from throughout its range. The spectrophotometric data are analysed using a tetracolor space model that allows us to assess color differences as seen by the birds. We then use single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data generated with a next-generation sequencing platform and a restrictionenzyme associated DNA (RAD) protocol to determine the genomic affinity of 12 individual flycatchers in order to verify whether the phenotypic mosaic is derived from genetic admixture via introgression or based on ancestral trait retention. We are particularly interested in determining the presence and degree of introgression to understand if limited introgression can lead to wholesale plumage assimilation.
Our study also has implications for sampling and experimental design in next-generation phylogeography and phylogenetics. Recent studies, especially in modern humans and their hominin relatives, have validated the use of small numbers of individuals, even single diploid individuals, in reconstructing broad parameters of population histories when large numbers of SNPs or whole-genome data are collected (Green et al. 2010; Gronau et al. 2011; Li and Durban 2011) . For some population statistics such as genetic diversity within populations, it is well known that an increase in numbers of individuals is often accompanied by only modest increases in the precision of estimates, and that sampling more loci is favored over sampling more individuals in some situations (Felsenstein 2006; Carling and Brumfield 2007) . Recent studies, particularly in humans and Neanderthals, have confirmed that sampling just a few individuals of focal species is sufficient to detect the presence of introgression, provided that sufficiently large numbers of loci are sampled (Green et al. 2010 ). Thus our study also contributes to the discussion of optimal sampling of natural populations for populationgenetic inference in the genomic era, particularly for non-model lineages. (1) minimum frequency, (2) maximum frequency, (3) frequency range, (4) dominant frequency (defined as the frequency at which there is the greatest concentration of amplitude at any single point in time), (5) frequency modulation (defined as the differential in frequency from the start to the end of the call), (6) number of call elements within each call, and (7) duration of call. Frequency modulation in the calls of the Z. viridiflavus complex was always unidirectional and never involved a mixture of decreasing and increasing frequencies. Hence, parameter 5 was defined as a simple frequency differential from the start to the end of the call without considering directional changes within the call. We recorded reflectance data (percent light reflected at each wavelength from 320 to 700 nm) with the reflectance probe held against the body part at an angle of 90 • . We recalibrated the spectrophotometer against a barium sulphate white standard for each specimen. Three measurements were taken per body part and averaged. We analysed measurements of 63 AMNH and 28 MCZ specimens separately because they had been taken under separate lighting conditions at different locations. Because spectrophotometric taxon differences showed identical patterns between the AMNH and MCZ data sets, we only considered the larger data set (AMNH) for downstream spectrophotometric analysis (Supplementary Table S3 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phenotypic
We computed the quantum catches, Q i , of each single-cone cell receptor type in the avian retina: Q u (UV-wavelength sensitive), Q s (short-wavelength sensitive), Q m (medium-wavelength sensitive), Q l (longwavelength sensitive), and their corresponding noise-tosignal ratios. There is minimal variation across perching birds in the wavelengths of peak sensitivity for all four single-cone cell types (Hart and Hunt 2007) . Following Eaton (2005) , we used spectral sensitivity function data for the blue tit Cyanistes caeruleus as a representative passerine visual system. With spectral sensitivity data or cone cell type proportions being unavailable for Zimmerius flycatchers, we derived noise-to-signal ratios from the proportions of each of the single-cone cell types found in the blue tit retina. Eaton (2005) and Benites et al. (2010) compared color space distances using cone cell type proportions of a variety of species encompassing the known variation among passerines and failed to find significant effects on color space values. Therefore, use of the blue tit visual system for computing color space distances is justified. As a basis for plumage comparisons among taxa and populations, we used the tetracolor space model appropriate for birds (e.g., Stoddard and Prum 2008) and computed S values with the "tetradistance" script (Rafael Maia, unpublished data; Supplementary File 1 in Dryad Digital Repository, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk) implemented in R (s). These values measure how different two colors are as perceived by the birds (rather than by humans). Color differences of S < 1 are generally interpreted as being imperceptible to the subject's eyes under any circumstances (Osorio et al. 2004 ). However, in natural settings and light conditions, values of up to S = 4 have been considered as detectability thresholds for color differences (Osorio et al. 2004 ).
Statistical analysis.-We carried out principal component analysis (PCA) on the correlation matrix of vocal characters, biometric characters, and plumage reflectance values using the "prcomp" command in R (R Development Core Team 2008). Table S4 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), for a total of 12 individuals or 24 copies for each locus. We extracted DNA using procedures employed by Rheindt et al. (2008b) . The tissues we used had been preserved in ethanol for an average of ∼20 years, and we found that the quantity of DNA was insufficient for application of the RAD-seq approach, prompting us to conduct whole-genome amplification (WGA) using the REPLI-g Ultra Fast kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) following the manufacturer's protocols to increase starting material. In previous research on human DNA (Barker et al. 2004; Han et al. 2012) , WGA (using the same kits we used) produced accurate wgaDNA for subsequent application in genotyping, confirming the suitability of our approach. We used a modified version of Bers et al.'s (2010) RAD-seq protocol to construct reduced-representation libraries of genomic DNA of each individual. Briefly, we used the Illumina Hi-Seq 2000 platform to sequence genomic DNA that has been digested with a restriction enzyme. Among many individuals, these restriction fragments are largely homologous, making it a desirable approach for generating reduced-representation genomic surveys among several individuals. However, because individuals not possessing recognition sites in one or both chromosomes will not be targeted by a given enzyme, the RAD-seq method can yield downwardly biased estimates of population variability (Arnold et al. 2013) . For DNA digestion, we used the restriction enzyme Sbf 1 (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts), which has an 8 bp recognition site (5 -CCTGCAGG-3 ). We purified the digest using a Qiagen DNEasy column (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) according to manufacturers' specifications. We then size-selected our fragmented genomic DNA for 400-1000 bp fragments by excising the appropriate fragments from a 1% agarose gel and purifying using a Qiaquick gel extraction kit Supplementary Table S4 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). We carried out a second round of size selection, this time for 400-500 bp fragments following the previous procedure, to remove unligated or erroneously ligated adapters. We carried out a final PCR using Phusion polymerase (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, Massachusetts) according to the manufacturer's protocols to enrich DNA and conducted another round of purification using a Qiaquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) according to the manufacturer's instructions. We used Qubit Fluorometric Quantitation (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California), an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, California), and qPCR to ensure an appropriate amount and fragment size distribution of template for 100 bp paired-end sequencing on a single Illumina flowcell at the Bauer Core Laboratory at Harvard University using CASAVA v 1.7.0 software with the error correction for index sequences turned off. Prior to Illumina sequencing, we cloned a small proportion of the volume of mixed libraries and sequenced several clones to confirm successful adapter ligation in the correct orientation and presence of barcodes and expected Sbf 1 recognition sites.
Molecular
Computational analysis and bioinformatics.-We used the fastx suite of tools to process the original reads (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit): we first removed contaminating adapters using fastx_clipper; we then trimmed the ends of the sequences for bases with quality scores <20 using fastq_quality_trimmer; finally, we removed any reads that had more than 10% bases whose quality scores were 20 or less. To align sequences against one another in the absence of a reference genome, we created a pseudo-reference genome (PRG) using Velvet (Zerbino and Birney 2008) with the maximum "kmer" value 31 and a coverage cut-off of 5. As linkage information was required for some of the analyses, we leveraged the putatively conserved chromosomal synteny in birds (Ellegren 2010) by mapping the contigs of our PRG to the zebra finch (Taeniopygia guttata) genome (Ensembl assembly number 3.2.4) using BLASTN (see Supplementary File 2, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk for FASTA sequence labels of the zebra finch chromosome sequences used). We considered a contig successfully mapped if it had only one hit against the zebra finch genome and that hit had an e-value <10 −20 (see Supplementary File 3, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk for tabular BLASTN results).
We then aligned reads against the PRG using "bwa 0.6.1-r104" (Li and Durbin 2009) and samtools (http://samtools.sourceforge.net) for subsequent SNP calling. We identified SNPs in our mapped reads using VarScan 2.2.8 (Koboldt et al. 2012) by running the "mpileup2snp" command with the parameter settings "-min-coverage 20" and "-P-value 0.05" (Supplementary File 4, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). No adjustments or quality score recalibrations for SNP calls around indels were made. After visually assessing allele distribution among reads across individuals and loci, we concluded that the following genotyping scheme most realistically classifies polymorphisms into SNP classes: SNPs with a coverage of ≥20X in which 0-10% of reads were identical to the PRG are considered homozygote variants, those in which 20-80% were identical to the PRG are considered heterozygotes and those in which 90-100% are identical are considered homozygote non-variants. We discarded SNPs in which 10-20% or 80-90% were identical because it is not clear whether those could be hetero-or homozygotes. We chose not to use the Fisher's exact test P-values provided by VarScan 2.2.8 in our genotyping scheme because the P-values indicate only the probability that a given individual is a non-variant. Thus they are sensitive to choice of consensus and variant bases. Our cut-offs provide some assurance that the heterozygous calls are supported by a ratio of reads in agreement with a heterozygous genotype; in concept this is similar to the methods developed in Martin et al. (2010) .
Population structure.-We utilized the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. (2000) ) to evaluate the genomic affinity of individuals. We carried out three replications of a STRUCTURE run with two clusters (K = 2) to test whether mosaic birds cluster with Z. chrysops, Z. viridiflavus, or a combination thereof. In addition, we did the same for three clusters (K = 3) to test whether individuals from the mosaic population consistently form a lineage of their own, or whether they are genetically indistinguishable from either Z. chrysops or Z. viridiflavus. We ran STRUCTURE with all SNPs polymorphic in the ingroup lineages (n = 33,069), but we conducted additional STRUCTURE runs (1) with a subset of SNPs that have at least one SNP call in each of the four lineages, counting the two outgroups as one lineage (n = 8788); (2) with a subset of SNPs that mapped to the zebra finch genome (n = 9525); (3) with a subset of only one SNP per contig (n = 11,475).
To complement our analysis with STRUCTURE, we also carried out PCA using the software SMARTPCA (Patterson et al. (2006) ). Missing data can bias PCA results if the pattern of missing data shows population structure (Patterson et al. 2006) . Missing data in our data set may have shown some population structure ( Supplementary Fig. S1 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), so we included only sites at which all ingroup individuals were called (n = 1288) in all PCA analyses. As another way to evaluate differentiation between the three focal populations, we calculated F ST -values among populations and/or taxa using a recent estimator specifically devised to take into account small or uneven sample sizes (Reich et al. 2009 ) and shown to perform well with such data sets (Willing et al. 2012) . We also performed a permutation test that is based on the calculation of K ST -values among populations followed by a permutation of individual population labels (Hudson et al. 1992a ). All F ST and K ST calculations were performed using a customwritten script (Supplementary File 5, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). F ST and K ST are complementary measures of population differentiation, with F ST being based solely on allele frequencies (Hudson et al. 1992b) and K ST based on the mean number of differences between sequences sampled within and across all populations (Hudson et al. 1992a ). The number of individuals sampled was too few to permute population labels once for each permutation replicate. Instead, for each permutation replicate we permuted population labels independently for each locus to construct a set of shuffled "genomes" against which the actual data could be compared. Using the software MS (Hudson 2002) , we simulated appropriately sized sets of SNPs in linkage equilibrium in a twosubpopulation model across a range of migration rates and found no difference in power or error between this approach and the test as originally devised by Hudson (2002, results not shown) . Because the K ST statistic requires a fixed sample size for the two populations being considered, we used only SNPs called in all individuals of both populations for each pairwise test. Additionally, because the above modifications to the test require linkage equilibrium between loci, we randomly sampled one such SNP from each contig for inclusion in the test (viridiflavus-chrysops, n = 1311; viridiflavus-mosaic, n = 611; chrysops-mosaic, n = 584). To further assess sensitivity, we performed the same test of differentiation on SNPs taken from individuals from the same population.
Phylogenetic analysis.-We used the Bayesian software SNAPP (Bryant et al. 2012) to estimate a species tree from the data set that included all SNPs represented in all individuals, including outgroups (n = 954), regardless of whether they mapped to the zebra finch genome or not. In addition, we carried out SNAPP analyses on a subset (n = 947) in which we removed all sites found to be heterozygous across all individuals. We did this to avoid including a class of SNPs with an unexpected genotype distribution across species; these SNPs may be under balancing selection or possibly mis-genotyped. We found no qualitative difference in topology and branch lengths between the two types of analysis, and we therefore only report those results based on the 954-SNP data set. SNAPP estimates species trees from unlinked SNPs, a data type that cannot yield gene trees as intermediates between DNA sequences and species trees (Edwards 2009; Bryant et al. 2012) . SNAPP yields a species tree topology with branch lengths in units of substitutions per site as well as population sizes in units of N = /4 individuals (with being the expected number of mutations per site per generation and being average divergence between two individuals). We used default settings for most parameters, and analyses were checked for convergence using TRACER (Rambaut and Drummond 2007) , making sure that Bayesian runs reached an effective sample size >200 after burn-in. We selected a gamma distribution to account for the prior using a set of alpha and beta parameters allowing for different current and ancestral population sizes: (1) a gamma (2,2000) prior (with = 0.001) for small population sizes, and (2) a gamma (1,10) prior (with = 0.1) for large population sizes. Analysis with the two priors produced the same topology, so we only report the estimates using large population sizes. We additionally carried out SNAPP analyses on SNP subsets in which either the mosaic population or the southern species (Z. viridiflavus) was removed to investigate effects of gene flow and taxon sampling on the results. We visualized the posterior distribution of species trees using the software DensiTree (Bouckaert 2010) .
To explore phylogenetic relationships, we constructed parsimony trees using a stepmatrix in which each genotype is one step from the adjacent one sharing one allele, with heterozygotes being one step from each homozygote but the two homozygotes being two steps from each other. We generated these trees using PAUP v. 4.0a126 (Swofford 2003 ; see Supplementary File 6, available at http://datadryad. org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk for the NEXUS file used in this analysis).
Test of introgression and gene ontology enrichment.-Genetic introgression has traditionally been detected by using sequence-based modeling of marker-specific coalescent times (e.g., Garrigan and Hammer 2006; Fuchs et al. 2013) or by the fortuitous detection of rare genomic changes (e.g., McCormack and Venkatraman 2013). However, the recently developed "ABBA/BABA" test (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011 ; see also Kulathinal et al. 2009 ) allows for the detection of genetic introgression in next-generation sequencing data. Using custom-written scripts (Supplementary File 5, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), we evaluated the test using D-statistics, originally developed to test for admixture between Neanderthals and modern humans (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011 ; Fig. 3 ). We first calculated the sample frequency of the PRG variant allele in each population and used equation (2) in Durand et al. (2011) to calculate D. For these tests, we considered only sites meeting two criteria. (1) Sites were required to be called in at least one individual of Z. viridiflavus, mosaic birds, Z. chrysops, and at least one outgroup. This criterion simply reflects the phylogenetic distribution of alleles among ingroups and outgroups required to conduct the test (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011 ; Fig. 3) , which measures the departure from equality of SNPs A scenario for introgression between Z. chrysops and the mosaic population, with a single episode of widespread gene flow. Population-genetic parameters (divergence time-points t and ancestral population sizes N) are given. The ABBA-BABA pattern of SNP call distribution includes only those SNPs in which the outgroup differs from the presumable introgression donor species (Z. chrysops) and in which the presumably admixed population (mosaic) also differs from its presumable parent population (Z. viridiflavus). Although both patterns (ABBA and BABA) are consistent with incomplete lineage sorting, only ABBA is consistent with introgression from Z. chrysops into mosaic populations. Therefore, one would expect an equal incidence of ABBA and BABA under incomplete lineage sorting but a higher incidence of ABBA if introgression has occurred. that exhibit a pattern of shared polymorphism that could be due either to incomplete lineage sorting or gene flow. (2) Sites were required to be on a contig that had been mapped to the zebra finch genome. We separately recorded the percentage of ABBA-BABA sites that mapped against the zebra finch Z chromosome. The ABBA-BABA test requires a sample large enough to assume that the distribution of D is approximately normal and that there is linkage equilibrium among sampled chromosomal regions. We estimated the standard error of D by jackknifing over linkage blocks using the zebra finch chromosomal positions (see, e.g., Green et al. 2010 ). Because we do not know the extent of linkage disequilibrium in the Zimmerius genome, we performed this jackknife estimate of the standard error multiple times over a large range of linkage block sizes.
Following Green et al. (2010) and Durand et al. (2011) , we also calculated a fraction of admixture between Z. chrysops and the mosaic population using our observed value of D. This fraction is the fraction of ancestral mosaic lineages following the admixture path in the model of instantaneous admixture (Fig. 3) . In order to make these calculations accurately, it is necessary to have some knowledge of the ancestral population sizes (N) and divergence dates (t) in this model (Fig. 3) . These parameters are largely unknown in Zimmerius, and because we found that the posteriors of N and t depend strongly on the priors used, we allowed all of the relevant parameters to vary freely over a reasonable set of values (Supplementary Table S5 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). We then maximized the expression for the admixture fraction-from solving equation [S19.5] in Green et al. (2010) -over the resulting parameter space in order to produce a maximum value for the admixture. We also calculated a separate upper bound for the admixture fraction using equation [8] in Durand et al. (2011) . This second calculation requires no knowledge of ancestral population sizes and divergence dates. In order to calculate this latter quantity it was necessary to split our Z. chrysops sample into two different groups (cf. P 3,1 , P 3,2 in equation [8] of Durand et al. 2011 ). We performed the calculation for all possible splittings of the Z. chrysops sample and averaged all values to produce an estimate of the upper bound. For all calculations related to the admixture fraction, we included all SNPs for which at least one genotype was available for all lineages involved.
For those ABBA/BABA sites that mapped onto the zebra finch genome, we searched for the nearest gene on the chromosome and recorded its distance from the ABBA/BABA site. To explore the potential linkage of ABBA or BABA sites with genes under selection, we categorized SNPs as "ABBA-like" and "BABA-like" based on the allele frequencies at the site (with ABBA-like SNPs having allele frequencies more reflective of the ABBA pattern than the BABA pattern, and vice versa). We then used a custommade script (Supplementary File 7, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk) employing the TOpGO method in Bioconductor (www.bioconductor.org) to test the distribution of gene ontology (GO) terms of genes linked to ABBA-like SNPs and genes linked to BABA-like SNPs against the distribution of GO terms in the zebra finch genome as a whole. In particular, this method searches through three types of GO terms: biological processes, cellular components, and molecular functions. We looked for an enrichment of any one of those three terms in either the ABBA or BABA-linked gene sets using Fisher's exact test and a correction for multiple testing using False Discovery Rate (FDR) as implemented in R. After these steps, we considered adjusted P-values <0.05 significantly enriched GO categories. Table S1 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/ dryad.633bk), when subjected to PCA, resulted in first and second principal components that carried the overwhelming proportion (94.8%) of total variance (Supplementary Table S6, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). Because all other principal components accounted for only 5.2% of the total variance, we ignored them in subsequent analysis. A PCA plot of vocal data (Fig. 4a) shows that the mosaic birds cluster closely around Z. viridiflavus and appear vocally distinct from Z. chrysops (for loadings on the first two PCA axes, see Supplementary Table S7 , available at http://datadryad. org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk).
RESULTS
Phenotypic traits Vocal measurements (Supplementary
Bill length was not significantly different between sexes in any of the populations for which a sufficient sample size was available (Supplementary  Table  S8 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). In contrast, sex-specific differences in wing, tarsus, and total length were near-significant to highly significant, with increasing significance for higher sample sizes per population (Supplementary Table S8 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). Hence, wing, tarsus, and total body length, but not bill length, were examined separately for female and male measurements. The different populations and taxa of the Z. viridiflavus complex did not cluster discretely in terms of bill, wing, tarsus, and total length in a plot of the first two principal components ( Fig. 4b ; Supplementary Tables S6 and S7, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). In pairwise comparisons, there were significant differences in biometric parameters among several taxa. Although bill and tarsus length of mosaic birds differed significantly from both Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus (Supplementary Tables S9 and S10 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), the only significant differences in wing and total length were between mosaic populations and Z. chrysops (Supplementary Tables S11 and S12, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), especially populations of Z. chrysops geographically adjacent to mosaic birds (i.e., those from Ecuador). Note that no comparisons were made between widely allopatric populations, such as between Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus. Consequently, the greatest biometric differences within the Z. viridiflavus complex appear to exist between Z. chrysops and populations to the south, indicating that mosaic populations more closely resemble their southern neighbor Z. viridiflavus in biometric terms.
Despite the great overlap with Z. viridiflavus in biometric and vocal characters, the plumage color of mosaic populations was much more similar to Z. chrysops (Fig. 4c) . In a plot comparing the two leading principal components (explaining ∼71.4% of the data) of a plumage reflectance data set of four body parts (Supplementary Tables S6 and S7, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), mosaic populations were indistinguishable from Z. chrysops (Fig. 4c) . When the four body parts (belly, breast, crown, and back) were analysed individually among viridiflavus, chrysops, and the two mosaic groups (flavidifrons and the unnamed population from SMsA), inter-taxon comparisons involving viridiflavus always revealed color differences that are noticeable or strongly noticeable to the birds' own vision, especially in belly color (Supplementary Table S13 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). Conversely, comparisons not involving viridiflavus revealed substantially less pronounced color differences among taxa (Supplementary Table S13 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), reflecting traditional ornithological knowledge that Z. viridiflavus strongly differs from the other groups in its yellow rather than grayish-white belly. Figure 5 illustrates the number of SNPs called at least once or across all individuals, while also providing the number of SNPs in which variability is exclusive to certain lineages or lineage combinations. A total of 6736 SNPs were variable within multiple populations/taxa, whereas 29,447 SNPs were variable within only one population/taxon. Coverage and associated standard deviations for contigs and SNPs were unexpectedly high (contig coverage: mean 24.93; median 9; standard deviation 1602.79; SNP coverage mean 300.58; median 205; standard deviation 460.64). These high values were the result of a number of outlier contigs and SNPs with very high coverage. To test whether these outlier SNPs might affect our analysis, we created a subset (n = 32,103) in which we excluded SNPs whose coverage among called individuals was greater than two standard deviations above the mean. In downstream phylogenetic and population-genetic analyses, results using this subset did not differ substantially from results using the total SNP set (not shown) except for slight differences in the STRUCTURE plots (see below).
Population genetic and phylogenetic inferences from genome-wide SNPs
Population assignments and divergence.-Genome-wide SNP data indicated that mosaic populations are highly similar to Z. viridiflavus (Fig. 6 ). Using STRUCTURE, the mosaic population was almost entirely assigned to Z. viridiflavus when SNP data were attributed to two sources of origin (K = 2; Fig. 6a ). When three sources of origin were postulated (K = 3), mosaic birds did not emerge as an independent population, but instead exhibited genome assignments virtually identical to those shown by Z. viridiflavus (Fig. 6b) . This result emerged in a data set of all available SNPs polymorphic in the ingroup lineages (n = 33,069; Fig. 6 ) as well as in three subsets of the latter: (1) all SNPs represented at least once in all four lineages, counting the outgroups as one lineage (n = 8788; graph with near-identical pattern, not shown); (2) all SNPs that mapped to the zebra finch genome (n = 9525; Supplementary Fig. S3 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk); (3) one SNP per contig (n = 11,475; graph with nearidentical pattern to Fig. 6 , not shown). In the fourth subset, which excluded SNPs of very high coverage (n = 32,103; see above), some mosaic individuals possessed a mixture of ancestry from Z. viridiflavus and a third population represented only among mosaic birds ( Supplementary Fig. S4 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). However, mosaic birds were still characterized by a virtual lack of ancestry from Z. chrysops and usually shared a majority of their ancestry with Z. viridiflavus.
PCA analysis of SNP data also associated the mosaic population with Z. viridiflavus and distinguished it from Z. chrysops (Fig. 6c) . Separation was most pronounced along the first principal component, which accounted for roughly a quarter of the genetic variance captured by PCA (Supplementary Table S6 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk).
The F ST -value between Z. chrysops and the mosaic population (F ST = 0.046) was relatively high and comparable to that between Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus (F ST = 0.059; Fig. 6d ). In contrast, the F ST -value between the mosaic population and Z. viridiflavus (F ST = -0.025) was estimated below zero by the statistic we used (Fig. 6d) , essentially indicating a lack of differentiation. Permutation tests for population structure based on K ST showed evidence of structure between Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus (P < 10 −6 ) and between the mosaic population and Z. chrysops (P < 10 −6 ), but not between the mosaic population and Z. viridiflavus (P = 0.08).
Phylogenetic analysis of SNP data.-SNAPP analyses yielded a species tree topology in which mosaic populations are sister to Z. viridiflavus and more distantly related to Z. chrysops (Fig. 7a) with maximum branch support. Although this topology and branch lengths remained relatively stable across analyses, our posterior estimates of the population-genetic parameter fluctuated with the prior used and was therefore presumably not realistic (Supplementary File 8, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), which is expected for SNAPP analyses in which there are few internal nodes such as ours (R. Bouckaert, personal communication) . When the mosaic population was removed from the data set, the resultant tree showed a deep divergence between Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus with branch length x (a relative measure of substitutions per site) being 0.2 > x > 0.1 (Fig. 7b) . In comparison, divergence between Z. chrysops and the mosaic population was much more shallow (0.1 > x > 0.05) when Z. viridiflavus was removed (Fig. 7c) .
The parsimony tree using genotypes in a stepmatrix yielded a topology similar to the SNAPP tree in that Z. chrysops was the sister to a lineage that includes Z. viridiflavus and mosaic birds ( Supplementary  Fig.  S5 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). However, there was no high branch support for the monophyly of each of these three lineages. For instance, in the parsimony tree, which uses individuals as operational units rather than populations or taxa as in the SNAPP tree, members of the mosaic population did not emerge as a monophyletic group but clustered paraphyletically around Z. viridiflavus. Detecting and measuring introgression.-A total of 2710 SNPs across 1537 contigs exhibited the ABBA/BABA pattern required for the detection of genetic introgression with the D statistic (Fig. 3) . Of these, 535 contigs mapped confidently to the zebra finch genome (Supplementary File 9, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk) and these contigs contained 889 SNPs. Surprisingly, only five of these 889 ABBA-BABA SNPs mapped to the zebra finch Z chromosome, although 22-35 such SNPs mapped to autosomal chromosomes of comparable length, indicating that ABBA-BABA SNPs are substantially under-represented on the Z chromosome ( Supplementary Fig. S6 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). This relationship holds despite the fact that the number of total contigs that mapped against the zebra finch Z chromosome was only about half as high as expected by chromosome length (Supplementary Fig. S6 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk).
Of the 535 contigs mapping to the zebra finch genome, 362 contained either ABBA or BABA-like SNPs but not both (Supplementary Table S15 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). For the 889 SNP data set, there was a significant preponderance of the ABBA pattern in the data for all linkage block sizes used to carry out the test (D = 0.092, range linkage block sizes: 0.2-4 Mb, range jackknife standard error = 0.030-0.34, range P-value = 0.0010-0.0033), indicating genetic introgression between Z. chrysops and the mosaic population (Fig. 2,  hypothesis 1) . By considering the probability (calculated using sample allele frequencies) of drawing an ABBA or BABA pattern from the pool of alleles at a given locus, 384 SNPs were classified as ABBA-like and 308 SNPs were classified as BABA-like. The remaining 197 SNPs (out of a total of 889 ABBA/BABA SNPs) produced ABBA and BABA patterns with equal probability.
The mapped contigs on which these SNPs were located were then classified as ABBA-like (n = 204) or BABA-like (n = 158) if they contained only SNPs showing the ABBA or BABA pattern, respectively. Contigs containing both ABBA-and BABA-like SNPs (n = 173) were classified as neither ABBA-like nor BABAlike and were discarded. On an individual level, these classifications are highly influenced by allele-frequency sampling error, but cumulatively-across the groupthe ABBA pattern should surface more often in loci experiencing gene flow (Durand et al. 2011) .
By maximizing the expression for the admixture fraction in the model of instantaneous admixture (Fig. 3) over a broad and inclusive parameter space (Supplementary Table S5 , available at http://datadryad. org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), we found that, at most, ∼1.1% of the alleles in the mosaic population had an origin from introgression from Z. chrysops. A separate 146 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 calculation involving the ratio of two unnormalized D-statistics showed that a conservative maximum for the fraction of admixture was ∼29%. That these two quantities differ so substantially demonstrates the difficulty of calculating an admixture fraction when very little is known about the ancestral population sizes and divergence times of the lineages under consideration. It is possible that this discrepancy is due to errors in the underlying model, particularly the assumptions of instantaneous admixture and the absence of additional gene flow (although these will not affect the interpretation of the D-test itself); in any case we interpret this analysis cautiously and note that the small admixture fraction we estimated is also concordant with the results from the STRUCTURE analysis. Table S15 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk) carrying either ABBAlike SNPs or BABA-like SNPs (but not both) were spread across the zebra finch genome (Fig. 8) . The mean distance of the ABBA-and BABA-like SNPs to the nearest annotated gene in the zebra finch genome was 61.6 kb (range 252-495,957 bp); these distances and gene descriptions are given in Supplementary File 9, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk. The Bioconductor tests for GO term enrichment showed no significant enrichment for BABA-linked genes but revealed ten significant associations (P < 0.05) between ABBA-linked genes and GO terms associated with cell components (Table 1 ; Supplementary File 10, available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). The ABBA-linked gene set is significantly enriched for cell component terms that involve cell projection or neuron projection membranes as well as plasma membranes.
Gene ontologies of introgressed alleles.-The putative locations of the 362 mapped contigs (Supplementary
DISCUSSION
Phenotypic admixture and gene flow
We compared vocal and phenotypic measurements and generated a genome-wide SNP data set to disentangle an intriguing case of mosaicism among characters in a Neotropical flycatcher complex. We demonstrate that mosaic Zimmerius populations are vocally undifferentiated from Z. viridiflavus, whereas Z. chrysops calls are distinct (Fig. 4a) . Plumage reflectance data also confirm previous qualitative assessments that the coloration of mosaic birds is identical or near-identical to Z. chrysops, whereas Z. viridiflavus looks distinctly different (Fig. 4c) , particularly in its belly color (Supplementary Table S13 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk), which has long been known to be distinct in viridiflavus compared with the other Zimmerius taxa and populations (Ridgely and Tudor 1994; Schulenberg et al. 2007 ). Across mensural characters, there is large overlap among populations (Fig. 4b) . However, when only wing and total length are considered, significant The following abbreviations are used: annotated, number of zebra finch genes the GO term is annotated to; significant, number of ABBA-linked genes the GO term is annotated to; expected, number of ABBA-linked genes the GO term would be expected to be annotated to; corrected, the significance level from the Fisher's exact test (P-value) after correcting for multiple tests with FDR <0.05.
differences are consistently found between mosaic birds and adjacent populations of Z. chrysops (Supplementary  Tables S11 and S12 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk).
Plumage coloration was used in the past to erroneously classify mosaic populations as members of Z. chrysops at a time when their vocal, biometric, and mitochondrial affinity with Z. viridiflavus was unknown (Ridgely and Tudor 1994; Fitzpatrick 2004) . In contrast to the previous plumage-based classification, mosaic birds emerge as virtually indistinguishable from Z. viridiflavus but distinct from Z. chrysops (Fig. 6 ) in various SNP analyses (STRUCTURE plots and PCA), supporting mtDNA and vocal results that suggest conspecificity with Z. viridiflavus, not Z. chrysops (Rheindt et al. 2008a) . Measures of population differentiation, such as F ST (Fig. 6d) and Hudson et al.'s (1992a) permutation test, also reject a scenario in which mosaic populations form an additional anciently diverged evolutionary lineage. Thus our populationgenetic analyses strongly support hypothesis 1 or hypothesis 5 (Fig. 2) , in which mosaic birds are conspecific with southern Z. viridiflavus. Additionally, we estimated a species tree and a parsimony tree in which mosaic birds are more closely related to Z. viridiflavus (Fig. 7a, Supplementary Fig. S5 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). In summary, the large bulk of genomic variation in mosaic birds is shared with Z. viridiflavus.
We suggest that hypotheses 2, 3, and 4 ( Fig. 2) provide a less likely explanation of our data. If mosaic birds did not belong to Z. viridiflavus but to Z. chrysops, or if they constituted an old species-level lineage of their own or a genomic mix of both species, one would not expect them to share the large bulk of genomic variation with Z. viridiflavus. However, not only do mosaic birds share their genomic make-up with Z. viridiflavus, but they are also virtually identical or extremely similar to Z. viridiflavus across many traits (bioacoustic, biometric), with only one trait (belly color) linking them to Z. chrysops.
When mosaic birds are removed from the data set, the resulting species tree exhibits a deep divergence between Z. chrysops and Z. viridiflavus relative to the more shallow divergence between Z. chrysops and the mosaic population when Z. viridiflavus is removed (Fig. 7b,c) , suggesting that introgression between Z. chrysops and mosaic birds may be at play. The ABBA/BABA test also suggested cryptic gene flow between Z. chrysops and the mosaic population. Without additional information, this test is unable to discern the direction of gene flow between these two taxa. Even so, the data are consistent with a scenario in which mosaic birds and northern Z. chrysops have recently engaged in inter-specific gene flow with each other. Given the evidence for gene flow between them and the fact that the two populations are geographically adjacent, we believe our data are most consistent with a scenario in which the white belly color of the mosaic population arose via gene flow from Z. chrysops (Fig. 2, hypothesis 1; . The demonstration of a functional link between introgression and belly color in future studies (see below) is desirable to fully rule out chance convergence (Fig. 2, hypothesis 5) . Slatkin and Pollack (2008) suggested that a strong data signal for phylogenetic tree topologies other than the species tree topology may be due to population subdivision in the ancestral species. In the context of Zimmerius flycatchers, this means that a preponderance of ABBA-like SNPs may not be due to recent gene flow (i.e., introgression) but due to ancient subdivision in the ancestral species that would have entailed regular gene flow between the populations that gave rise to Z. chrysops and mosaic birds, but reduced gene flow toward populations that gave rise to Z. viridiflavus ( Supplementary Fig. S7 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). Slatkin and Pollack's (2008) results are a reminder of caution when basing the diagnosis of genetic introgression solely on ABBA-BABA test results. However, Slatkin and Pollack (2008) show that substantial levels of persistent ancestral subdivision are needed to account for such patterns of asymmetry of tree signal. Elaeniine tyrant-flycatchers (Elaeniinae)-to which the genus Zimmerius belongs-are known to have undergone a turbulent Pleistocene and late Pliocene evolutionary history, especially those species 148 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 63 that live in Andean forest habitats subject to continual climatic fluctuations and distributional shifts (Rheindt et al. 2008c (Rheindt et al. , 2009b . Andean cloud forests are a highly fragmented environment that has undergone dramatic shifts and fluctuations in extent throughout the glacial cycles of the last 3 million years. It is unlikely that Andean cloud forests could have provided a suitable setting for Slatkin and Pollack's (2008) requirement for persistent ancestral subdivision lasting beyond speciation events ( Supplementary Fig. S7 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). Hence, introgression remains the most plausible explanation for our ABBA-BABA test results. Extensions of the ABBA/BABA test (Eaton and Ree 2013) and additional taxon sampling may allow us to discriminate between these hypotheses and to more finely estimate the contribution of introgression to different populations in the complex.
Low levels of introgression associated with
plumage assimilation Genetic introgression may lead to a phenotypic assimilation of admixed individuals toward the donor population, as commonly happens in avian hybrid zones (see Rheindt and Edwards 2011 for an overview). However, there is a scarcity of data on whether phenotypic changes are accompanied by equivalent levels of genetic introgression. Our study documents a likely case of phenotypic admixture characterized by low levels of genetic introgression. Although the phenotypically admixed individuals are virtually pure in terms of mtDNA and nuclear DNA, their plumage is identical to a neighboring species to the north. If, as we suggest, the yellow versus white belly coloration in the Z. viridiflavus complex is due to carotenoid, not melanin, pigmentation (McGraw 2006) , then we may have found functional links between putatively introgressed loci and plumage coloration in this complex. There is limited knowledge on the mechanisms of carotenoid coloration in birds (McGraw 2004; Walsh et al. 2012) . In principle, the low level of introgression may affect key loci responsible for carotenoid pigmentation, although our data do not provide any direct evidence for this. However, we were surprised to find that the ABBA-favored SNPs suggesting gene flow between chrysops and the mosaic birds were close to genes that were enriched for functions in cell projection or neuron projection membranes and in plasma membranes (Table 1; Supplementary Table S15 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). Significant enrichment for specific GO terms in any data set does not necessarily suggest strong functional links with the particular phenotype under consideration. Still, the connection between plumage coloration and cell membranes may not be as far fetched as it sounds. As mentioned earlier, the yellow-white coloration difference among Zimmerius taxa is possibly dependent on carotenoid pigments, which are delivered through the bloodstream to generate metabolically derived body colorants directly at the site of feather growth (McGraw 2004) . Although our knowledge about the carotenoid pathway is still meager, Walsh et al. (2012) present a list of candidate genes for carotenoid pigmentation, several of which are transporters bound to cell membranes and involved in the uptake of carotenoids.
In the end, many of the SNPs in our enrichment analysis are far enough from the closest genes to become effectively unlinked to them, particularly if population sizes and the population recombination rate are large, which is the case for many natural bird populations (Edwards and Smith 2004; Balakrishnan and Edwards 2009; Backström et al. 2013 ). Thus our finding of significant GO enrichment may be entirely spurious. Still, the potential association of ABBA-linked introgressed genes in this complex with carotenoid pigmentation and belly coloration needs further exploration, and future studies of plumage assimilation should closely examine loci potentially involved in the carotenoid synthesis pathway (Walsh et al. 2012) . It is possible that the introgression of plumage alleles between the mosaic and chrysops populations has been aided by selection (Seehausen 2004; Nolte et al. 2009; Grant and Grant 2010; Gompert et al. 2012; Staubach et al. 2012) , although our data cannot distinguish this scenario from a neutral one.
ABBA/BABA-like SNPs and the Z chromosome
In our data set, the number of contigs that mapped against the zebra finch Z chromosome was only about half as high as expected by chromosome length ( Supplementary Fig. S6a , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). This under-representation may be due to the lower effective population size of the Z chromosome. In birds, females carry one copy of the Z chromosome whereas males carry two. The lower number of Z copies (compared with copies of autosomal loci) may translate into a lower level of genetic variation that has accumulated in the birds' evolutionary history. This sexual imbalance in the number of Z locus copies may have had a significant impact on our results because 40% of our ingroup individuals were female (Supplementary Table S4 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). In female samples, the volume of Z-chromosomal DNA would have been under-represented in the starting DNA, and Z-linked reads may have had a higher chance of falling below our quality thresholds for sequence coverage, leading to a reduced number of Z-associated contigs.
We detected a shortage of ABBA-BABA sites mapping against the zebra finch Z chromosome versus autosomal chromosomes of comparable length. This shortage cannot be explained by the general under-representation of Z contigs in our data set ( Supplementary Fig. S6b-d , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/dryad.633bk). This finding indicates that ABBA-BABA sites in our data set are more rarely found in the Z chromosome than expected. An explanation for the relatively low number of ABBA-BABA sites on the Z chromosome is that these loci may be subject to frequent selective sweeps, wiping away shared polymorphisms and hence both ABBA and BABA sites (Carling et al. 2010) .
Genome-wide SNP sampling and reconstructing evolutionary history Using the RAD-seq approach, we generated a data set of 37,361 genome-wide SNPs. Of these, 33,069 SNPs (88.5%) were variable within the ingroup samples and were used in STRUCTURE analyses (Fig. 6a,b) , confirming the validity of the RAD-seq approach for population-genetic inquiries. Our recovery of orthologous SNPs across populations was much lower than the total number of SNP loci recovered, which can affect methods sensitive to missing data. For instance, SMARTPCA analysis was based on only 1288 variable SNPs (3.9%) that had been called in all ingroup individuals (Fig. 6c) , whereas the SNAPP tree was based on 954 variable SNPs (2.9%), that is those called in all individuals (Fig. 7) . However, the volume of even these restricted subsets of the data still compares favorably to traditional population genetic and phylogenetic studies in birds. The key advance that RAD-seq has provided for our study system is the generation of SNPs spaced throughout the genome. In truth, the largest phylogeographic studies in terms of loci sampled in birds (Lee and Edwards 2008; Balakrishnan and Edwards 2009 ) and other groups (e.g., O'Neill et al. 2013) using PCR or hybrid PCR/next-generation methods yielded data sets with a comparable number of SNPs (e.g., Lee and Edwards [2008] , 1575 autosomal SNPs in total with the red-backed fairy wren Malurus melanocephalus; O'Neill et al. (2013) , 2627 SNPs in the salamander Ambystoma tigrinum). However, in these studies, the SNPs were distributed among a smaller subset of loci (e.g., 36 loci for fairy wrens, 94 loci in salamanders), yielding what is likely a much smaller subset of effectively independent SNPs. Thus, our study yielded a set of genetically independent SNPs that is likely much larger than these PCR-based studies. Still, given these numbers, greater coverage of all individuals in our study would have increased the number of loci we could apply to any particular test or statistic (e.g. McCormack et al. 2012) . The number of SNPs we studied was great enough to discern key aspects of the demographic history of this group, yet it is unclear whether a larger number of SNPs would have increased resolution of the relatively simple demographic scenarios we tested.
To the best of our knowledge, ours may be the first application of SNAPP, a species tree method that relies solely on SNPs-apart from the inventors' initial applications (Bryant et al. 2012) . The resultant species tree's topology and branch lengths are similar to a parsimony tree using all SNPs ( Fig. 7 ; Supplementary  Fig. S5 , available at http://datadryad.org, doi:10.5061/ dryad.633bk), suggesting that SNAPP returns trees that conform well to expectations from more traditional tree analyses. SNAPP makes the explicit assumption of zero gene flow between species-level lineages such that any signal discordance between SNPs is interpreted as incomplete lineage sorting. Although SNAPP is not designed for evolutionary scenarios in which introgression is suspected, it may perform well in cases like ours where the contribution by introgression is estimated to be limited. Although it was comforting that the parsimony tree yielded topologies consistent with the SNAPP tree, it is important to point out that the logic of this tree is inherently flawed because of the use of individuals as operational units. Individuals within and between species are not related to one another hierarchically, but rather as part of complex pedigrees, thus representing diploid individuals (genotypes) on a tree is a crude approximation of the true history.
Our analyses suggest that genome-wide SNP data sets are needed to detect low levels of gene flow, such as the kind of genetic introgression leading to allele exchange at a small subset of the genome. Although genetic introgression has been studied for many decades, new breakthroughs in our knowledge of introgression have recently been achieved, partly because of the development of new tests to detect it (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011) , and partly because low levels of introgression would escape traditional sequencing methods that only target a limited number of loci. In our study, only 2710 of total SNPs (7.3%) exhibited the ABBA-BABA pattern that lends itself to the detection of introgression using this test, and we only had linkage information for 889 of those (2.4%). This latter number of SNPs sufficed for detecting limited introgression between mosaic birds and Z. chrysops. The value of the D statistic we estimated is similar to values obtained for introgression from Neanderthals (0.039 < D < 0.053) or other archaic humans (0.040 < D < 0.091) into some groups of modern humans (Green et al. 2010; Reich et al. 2010) .
Our study confirms the findings of previous studies on hominids (Green et al. 2010; Reich et al. 2010 ) that patterns of introgression can be detected in data sets with few individuals. However, distinguishing between more elaborate scenarios of one-time or repeated introgression and establishing introgression directionality in future studies will likely require data sets with a greater individual sample size, both from within populations and especially across geographic areas, as well as increased SNP yields. Novel laboratory protocols (e.g., Peterson et al. 2012) are already allowing researchers to increase the number of individuals and sequence yield per sequencing run in nextgeneration applications that are based on reducedrepresentation libraries such as RAD-seq. With a further reduction in prices, whole-genome resequencing may soon become an option for phylogeneticists and population geneticists eager to increase sequence yield for probing ever deeper into the processes that have shaped populations. 
